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With the success of its previous series, and in the
spirit of spreading knowledge and intelligence, we
present to you our next series, the “7th
International Conference on Vascular Biology and
Surgeons Meeting” (Advanced Vascular2020)
programmed to be held on Jul 20-21, 2020 in
Prague, Czech Republic. A platform set to provide
contemporary visions and keys to accelerate
innovation. The conference is designed with an
exceptional theme of “Experience an exponential
advance in cardiac studies”.
This two-day event will cover Keynote sessions
addressed by leading Cardiac experts, plenary talks
and poster presentations by researchers and other
academicians, workshop sessions, exhibition and
B2B meetings conducted by leading companies.
Advanced Vascular2020 is one of the Cardiology
Meetings which will be visited by all the recognized
cardiologists, cardiology scholars, Cardiac fellows,
residents, business professionals under one roof.
Advanced
Vascular2020
anticipates
200+
participants from both industry and academia, 15+
Keynote speakers, 40+ Plenary speakers and poster
presentations,
10+
Exhibitors,
Innovative
educational sessions, B2B meetings, Hands-on
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Workshop and other special sessions.
A BIS Research report, titled 'Global Interventional
Cardiology Market provided analysis and forecast
from 2018 to 2027. It stated that the global
interventional cardiology market was estimated at
$14.69 billion in 2017 and is anticipated to reach an
approx. of $24.96 billion by 2027. The global
interventional cardiology market is expected to grow
at a CAGR of 8.37% between the years 2018 & 2027.
This is aided by the tremendous growth of healthcare
budgetary
allocation
and
technological
advancements in the medical device industry.
Moreover, the rising prevalence of cardiac diseases &
a growing geriatric population are the main factors
leading to the growth of the market. Increasing
incidences of cardiac disorders and a rise in the older
population are significantly impacting the growth of
the interventional cardiology market. As a result,
several companies are making arduous efforts by
innovating new products or redesigning existing
devices to attain better process efficiency. Therefore,
to sustain in the highly competitive market,
interventional cardiology is gradually becoming an
indispensable solution for the medical device
industry.
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